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Lee Milteer’s Millionaire Smarts® Coaching Program 
Tapping into Your Fullest Potential  

Lee Milteer Interviews Jeff Faldalen 
3 Ways We Can Accelerate SUCCESS 

 
Dear Millionaire Smarts® Members:  

This is a Bonus, a 5th Report.  The following is an excerpt from Jeff’s new book: The Map to Your 
Fullest Potential- Discover the Secret Path to Your Greatest Treasure and you as Millionaire 
Smarts® Members have the right to use this for personal use. 

There are three major ways we can accelerate who we are.  

#1. Cognitively 

Cognitively means we can start changing how we think about things within our lives. We can reframe 
them and look at the strategy. We can look at getting out of the “How is this serving me” mentality. 
Many people say, "Well, it doesn't serve me," so they avoid it. It's understanding that the negativity is 
going to continue until you learn how it serves you.  

Let me give you a personal example: there was a time in my life where I discovered sharing some of 
the things that happened to me as a child got me attention from women. I used that story basically as 
sympathy, hoping they would feel sorry for me, thus giving me the attention I was craving. It worked 
fairly often, but the problem was I didn't recognize within myself that they were feeling sorry for me. 
They weren't believing in me, but instead, pitying me. It was a very short-lived ends to the means of 
what I wanted to create, which was for somebody to love me and accept me for who I was.  

When I started recognizing their attention as pity rather than love and support, I wasn’t able to change 
that pattern. Not until I got honest with myself and really asked myself, "What does this mean and 
what am I getting out of it?" With this approach, we start to take inventory of what it is that we think 
about, i.e. what thoughts we allow to consume us. 

#2. Behaviorally  

Sometimes just doing the very thing is going to change how we perceive it. For example, childbirth. 
I'm not a woman, but I imagine the act of childbirth for a woman is a lot different than the idea of 
having a baby. You can think about having a baby. You can study it. You can read about it. You can 
go to your classes, all of those things, but until you actually go through the process, you will not 
understand what it means to have a baby. Going through that experience is going to radically change 
your thinking. 

For example, in sales if you know you need to make more phone calls, just the fact of picking up that 
phone and going through the discomfort of making cold calls, it's going to start shaping that behavior 
more and more. It's having that feeling inside of us that comes up when you're having an 
uncomfortable feeling. There's a difference. Feelings aren't bad or good. It's understanding that 
there's positive feelings and there's negative feelings. Just like on a battery, there's a positive side 
and a negative side. If we understand which one it is that we're feeling and actually what's attached to 
that, then we can start deconstructing it which will then springboard us up to the next level.  
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Having this is going to give you the ability to push into behaviors that are going to allow you to expand 
your potential, especially if you're going to do something that is never done, or has never been done 
before. Look at the discomfort as something you need to push into.  

#3. Tap the Unconscious 

The third and final way to accelerate who you are is with deep unconscious work, through hypnosis, 
timeline therapy, NLP or other forms of unconscious work. Anything that's holding you back is nothing 
more than a strategy. Finding out how that strategy was created and how it served you and then 
releasing it is going to give you the ability to push through that edge, that threshold of your 
potentiality, and come to full understanding that everything has a threshold.  

Everything has a border to it, a boundary to it. That's what you feel when you step into something 
unknown because you're finding that border.  

For example, when we have a problem, we look at that problem and then we focus on that problem 
and that problem gets bigger. The bigger that problem gets, the more it seems to own us. We're 
unable to find a solution. What we can do is we can interrupt that pattern immediately by asking the 
question, “What is not the problem?” That gets us to look outside the threshold of the problem. Then 
we can start introducing solutions to whatever it is that we're looking at. 

On that note – solutions – let's jump right into the process of drawing a map to your fullest potential. 
The first step in the process is cultivating awareness. 

To find out more about our expert guest check out Jeff’s website: jefffaldalen.com and the Jeff 
Faldalen show on Facebook, also his podcast, the Potential Zone, and his new book, 'The Map to 
Your Fullest Potential’ is on Amazon. 
 
Work Smart, 

 

 
Lee Milteer   
Business and Life Strategist  
www.milteer.com 
 
P.S. Be sure to go to our Millionaire Smarts® Membership site where you will find Free Bonus 
reports from our Millionaire Smarts® Faculty. 

How to Access the Millionaire Smarts® Membership Site: Go to www.milteer.com and put in your 
code for the month, 358263 at the bottom of the web page where it says COACHING SIGN IN. It 
will take you to the private and password protected Millionaire Smarts® Coaching membership site. 
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